Gene expression in skeletal tissues: application of laser capture microdissection.
Tissue differentiation is based on the expression of transcription factors, receptors for cytokines, and nuclear receptors that regulate a specific phenotype. The purpose of this study was to select cells from various skeletal tissues in order to analyse differential gene expression of cells in the native environment in vivo. It is a difficult task to obtain cells from skeletal tissues, such as cartilage, periost, bone and muscle, that are structured together and do not exist as individual organs. We used laser capture microdissection which permits the selection and isolation of individual cells from tissue sections. The RNA isolated from these tissues was used for reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reactions for molecular analysis. We analysed the expression of transcription factors (cFOS, cbfa1, MyoD), receptors for cytokines, nuclear receptors, alkaline phosphatase and the structural proteins osteocalcin and collagen II. The results obtained demonstrate differential patterns of gene expression according to the tissue arrangement in their native in vivo environment, with reliable interpretation of the functions of the analysed genes in the context of intact skeletal tissue physiology.